On Writing The College Application Essay is the leading authority on college essays. Introduction. What are they looking for on application essays? is the wrong question to ask. The best way: write a good essay. But first you have to understand the essay in context. The College Application. The best route to a successful application (and beyond, forever!) is to follow your interests in order to discover what you love, and then to pursue it. Transcript — Most important part of your application: the transcript. THE COLLEGE APPLICATION ESSAY (chapter 1). How Colleges Read Applications. "The essay is the first thing I read." This book was purchased along with the SAT book. Both books are excellent and will help with the transition from High School to College. This book gives the learner an idea what the instructors will be looking for in the assignments so the learner can be more prepared to successfully complete the instructor's assignments. Written for the Common App college application essays "Tell us your story" prompt. This essay could work for prompts 1 and 7 for the Common App. When I was very little, I caught the travel bug. Through my love of books and fascination with developing a sesquipedalian lexicon (learning big words), I began to expand my English vocabulary. Studying the definitions prompted me to inquire about their origins, and suddenly I wanted to know all about etymology, the history of words. My freshman year I took a world history class and my love for history grew exponentially. The College Application Essay book. Read 4 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. Revised edition of a classic bestseller, previous edit... The College Application Essay builds on what students have already learned in high school to strengthen their writing skills, and then applies those lessons to college applications in particular. In a friendly, conversational tone, the guide helps students find their voice and be "heard" on paper by emphasizing both the thinking process and the technical work of writing.